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FOR GRADES 9–12

Transforming the Imagine Edgenuity® experience  
to propel student achievement



Innovation to Improve 
Student Outcomes
We’re helping districts anticipate future student learning needs with innovations that drive superior outcomes. 

Imagine EdgeEX courses provide an engaging and accessible learning experience for all students, empower 
teachers through actionable data and easy-to-use tools, and provide districts with more visibility and flexibility  
to customize.  

For students — built to engage
Students will notice a refreshed look and feel, plus new motivational elements that enhance their experience 
and boost learning outcomes. Imagine EdgeEX puts students in control, with the ability to manage and track 
their own progress.

	 NEW	FEATURES	INCLUDE:
  New look and feel that appeals to the modern  
  digital learner 

  Answer Explanations designed to help students  
  understand content*

  “Show Me” videos that provide just-in-time intervention* 

  Motivational features designed to promote  
  student-led learning

 ● Unit-level progress bars
 ● Unit completion animated celebrations

  Accessible, fillable Guided Notes available digitally  
  for easy access

  Seamless integration with Google Drive for  
  project submissions

Brand-New 
Course Map

* Available for math courses only.
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For teachers — time better spent 
A streamlined teacher experience means teachers spend less time navigating and managing courses and more 
time supporting the needs of their students. 

NEW	FEATURES	INCLUDE:
New Educator Launchpad helps teachers  

 prioritize their time 

 Streamlined grading tools to make scoring  
 activities quick and efficient

 Brand-new Course Hub gives teachers 
 access to all the course-related actions 
 and information in one place

 Ability to toggle answers on  
 and off when previewing activities

 Ability to relock assessments once they 
have been unlocked

Brand-New 
Gradebook

For administrators — better visibility and flexibility 
Imagine EdgeEX courses provide administrators with more powerful customization features and course 
management tools to meet the unique needs of their community.

	 NEW	FEATURES	INCLUDE:
  Interactive, state-specific course  
  catalog with self-service provisioning

  Ability to push customizations to  
  multiple sections

 Over a dozen new course options to 
configure the student experience

 Permissions to limit what teachers can and 
cannot customize in a particular course

Easy interface to create Course Sections to 
assign students to teachers

Brand-New 
Course Options
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Learn more at 
 imaginelearning.com/edge-EX

Experience the next generation of 
Imagine Edgenuity.

imaginelearning.com/edge-EX

877-725-4257 • solutions@imaginelearning.com
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